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We describe transmission of 3D objects represented by texture and mesh over unreliable networks, extending our earlier work for
regular mesh structure to arbitrary meshes and considering linear versus cubic interpolation. Our approach to arbitrary meshes
considers stripification of the mesh and distributing nearby vertices into different packets, combined with a strategy that does
not need texture or mesh packets to be retransmitted. Only the valence (connectivity) packets need to be retransmitted; however,
storage of valence information requires only 10% space compared to vertices and even less compared to photorealistic texture.
Thus, less than 5% of the packets may need to be retransmitted in the worst case to allow our algorithm to successfully reconstruct
an acceptable object under severe packet loss. Even though packet loss during transmission has received limited research attention
in the past, this topic is important for improving quality under lossy conditions created by shadowing and interference. Results
showing the implementation of the proposed approach using linear, cubic, and Laplacian interpolation are described, and the
mesh reconstruction strategy is compared with other methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The benefit of designing packets optimizing texture-mesh
tradeoff was discussed in our earlier work [1]. However, our
previous research was restricted to regular meshes, limiting
the application of the algorithms. In this work, we extend
earlier research by taking transmission of arbitrary meshes
into account. To limit the scope of the current work, we only
consider mesh transmission in this report. Detailed surveys
on simplification algorithms can be found in [2, 3]. These
algorithms try to control the complexity of a mesh and
preserve surface structures by developing various strategies
for generating level-of-detail (LoD) in different parts of a
3D object. An example of geometric simplification is shown
in Figure 1, in which the Buddha model is simplified to
various resolution levels (number of faces are 3000 left, 1000
middle, and 500 right). There exists substantial literature
on multimedia transmission over wireless networks, such as
[4, 5]. However, much less research has addressed wireless 3D
transmission. The importance of 3D wireless transmission
has grown with the advent of the IEEE 802.11 card on most
laptops, the popularity of 3D online games on handheld

devices, and the emerging 3D TV marketplace [6, 7]. In
[8, 9], robust wireless transmission of mesh over wireless
networks has been discussed. However, these methods do
not take joint texture and mesh transmission into account.
In addition, the proposed algorithms assume that some
parts of the mesh can be transmitted without loss over a
wireless network, allowing progressive mesh transmission
to give good results. The limitation of this assumption is
that application layer protocols must be deployed [10], and
some retransmission may be necessary. Also, some of the
approaches proposed earlier assume bit error correction
rather than lost packets. Packet loss probability models
have been proposed by some researchers, for example,
[11]; however, these models are usually associated with
retransmission. In order to make our algorithms work over
an arbitrary wireless environment, we simply assume packet-
based transmission where a certain percentage of the packets
may be lost. The approach proposed in [1] assumed a regular
mesh, thus creating packets was fairly straightforward. In this
work, we propose a strategy to packetize arbitrary meshes to
reduce the effect of loss during transmission.
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Figure 1: Buddha model at various mesh resolution levels.

Even though most papers do not consider packet loss
rates beyond 10% for wired networks, we consider higher
loss rates considering “shadowing” and interference in
wireless networks, which could be ad hoc [12] (where hosts
depend on one another to keep the network connected) and
follow peer-to-peer transmission strategies as well.

With the demand on tetherless connectivity, there has
been a surge of research activities in the area of wireless
communication [13]. Differing from wired communica-
tion, wireless communication has two challenging aspects:
first, is the fading phenomenon, which includes small-
scale multipath fading and larger-scale fading such as path
loss via distance attenuation and shadowing by obstacles.
Second, is interference, which could be between trans-
mitters communicating with a common receiver, between
multiple receivers communicating with a single transmitter,
or between different transmitter-receiver pairs. These lossy
conditions are often encountered when entering a basement
of a building, driving under a bridge, or when many users try
to get onto a wireless network in a hotel lobby.

There is significant research on packet loss in wireless
network. The authors in [14] conducted sensor node’s
field test to measure packet loss rate against distance and
transmission power. The tests observed that packet loss
rate increases up to 100% by increasing the distance and
decreasing the transmission power. Others [15, 16] studied
packet loss due to interference between IEEE 802.11b
and Bluetooth devices. In the presence of IEEE 802.11b
interference with strong signal strength, the percentage of
lost UDP packets in Bluetooth transmission could be 70%.
Mazzenga et al. [17, 18] describe the packet loss probability
in an environment with many piconets. (A piconet is an ad
hoc network of devices connected by Bluetooth.) With 40
piconets in an area of 20∗20 m2, the packet loss probability
could be up to 60%.

The authors in [8] consider packet loss up to 40%. In [9],
partial data is transmitted by UDP, and the work considers
the situation of receiving 300 000 faces out of 1.08 M faces,
which is equivalent to more than 70% packet loss. In
the context of multidescription transmission [19], only 1
out of 4 descriptions is considered to be transmitted due
to limited bandwidth. In multicast or broadcast situation,
no acknowledgement or retransmission is possible. When
the bandwidth of one specific client is fluctuating, the
amount of data received could vary. Several papers discuss
novel strategies for wireless network management, including

QoS provisioning, hybrid channel allocation, and database
and location management schemes for wireless networks
[20–24]; however, the present paper will not address the
possibility of optimizing our algorithms considering these
advanced wireless network management protocols.

Our proposed approach has two main components: dis-
tribution of neighboring vertices into different packets and
evaluation of alternative strategies for 3D interpolation based
on surface reconstruction error. The issue of texture-mesh
tradeoff optimizing perceptual quality [25–28], described in
detail in [1, 29], will not be discussed in this work; extensions
relating to this area will be considered in the future.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 reviews 3D mesh coding for transmission.
Section 3 describes transmission strategies for irregular
meshes. Experimental results on irregular mesh transmission
under packet loss are described in Section 4. Section 5 com-
pares the effectiveness of alternative interpolation strategies
in reconstructing meshes recovered after packet loss. The
effect of packetization on mesh compression is discussed
in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 gives the conclusions and
discusses future work.

2. 3DMESH CODING FOR TRANSMISSION

A 3D mesh is represented by geometry and connectivity
[30]. An uncompressed representation, such as the VRML
ASCII format [13], is inefficient for transmission. 3D
mesh compression schemes usually handle geometry data
following three steps: quantization, prediction, and statistical
coding. However, algorithms differ from one another with
respect to connectivity compression.

Among the many 3D mesh compression schemes pro-
posed since the early 1990s [31], the valence-driven approach
[32] is considered to be a state-of-the-art technique [33, 34]
for 3D mesh compression, with a compression rate of 1.5 bits
per vertex on the average to encode mesh connectivity.
However, this approach is restricted to manifolds [31]. A
number of 3D mesh compression algorithms have been
accepted as international standards. For example, topological
surgery [35] and progressive forest split [36] have been
adopted by VRML version 2 [37] and MPEG-4 version 2,
defined as 3D mesh coding (3DMC) [38].

The valence-driven algorithm begins by randomly select-
ing a triangle. Starting from a vertex of that triangle and
traversing all the edges in a counter-clockwise direction (see
Figure 2), the visited vertices are pushed into an active list.
After visiting the associated edges, the next vertex is popped
from the active list, and the process is repeated. The valence
(or degree) of each processed vertex is output. From the
stream of vertex valences, the original connectivity can be
reconstructed as shown in Figure 3.

There are many other innovative approaches for mesh
and connectivity coding and compression, including topo-
logical surgery [35], progressive forest split [36], MPEG-4 3D
mesh coding (3DMC) [39], and so on. A detailed review of
these papers can be found in [29], and is thus not included
here.
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Figure 2: An example of a run of the valence-driven connectivity encoding algorithm. The active lists are indicated by thick lines and edges
already visited (encoded) by dashed lines.

Current 3D mesh coding techniques mainly focus on
coding efficiency, that is, compression ratio, by transmitting
incremental data. This approach is good without packet loss
but is vulnerable to channel errors for irregular meshes.
Figure 4 shows an example of error sensitivity of the Edge-
breaker 3D mesh coding method [40, 41]. With one error
character in the connectivity stream, the decoded mesh can
change significantly and can be impossible to reconstruct.

To transmit compressed 3D meshes over a lossy network,
there are two approaches. The first approach is to compress
3D meshes in an error-resilient way. Reference [42] proposed
partitioning a mesh into pieces with joint boundaries and
encoding each piece independently. However, if packets are
lost, there are holes in the mesh resulting from missing

pieces. Reference [19] introduced multiple description cod-
ing for 3D meshes. Each description can be independently
decoded. But it assumes that the connectivity data is
guaranteed to be correctly received. The second approach is
to use error protection to restore lost packets [8, 43].

Instead of transmitting duplicate packets to reduce the
effect of packet loss, we adopt a perceptually optimized
statistical approach in which adjacent vertices and con-
nectivity information are transmitted in different packets
so that the possibility of losing a contiguous segment of
data is minimized. Furthermore, our model takes both
geometry and texture data into consideration, while previous
approaches discuss only geometry. In the next section, we
will discuss how our prior approach for joint texture-mesh
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Figure 3: An example of connectivity decoding (or reconstructing) from the stream of vertex valences in the valence-driven algorithm.

transmission of regular meshes can be extended to work with
irregular meshes.

3. TRANSMISSION STRATEGY FOR
IRREGULARMESHES

In prior work, we discussed how adjacent vertex information
could be distributed over separate packets so that the
reconstructed 3D object can maintain satisfactory visual
quality considering packet loss. However, in the experi-
ments we assumed a regular or semiregular mesh where
connectivity information can easily be interpolated without
significant loss of quality. Also, interleaving the original
regular mesh data into packets was fairly straightforward by
simply selecting vertices at predetermined steps along two
directions starting from a given vertex. In this section, we will
extend our transmission strategy over unreliable networks to
irregular meshes. We will also analyze the performance of

various 3D mesh interpolation strategies when only partial
information is received at a client site.

When transmitting irregular mesh data, not only vertex
information but also connectivity information plays a crucial
role in 3D reconstruction at the client site. In order to pre-
serve the original geometry of the object, many transmission
algorithms suggest retransmission [44] of the base layers to
safeguard the successful transmission of important features
of the object [8, 45]. In progression-based algorithms [30,
33, 36, 46–48], the base layer cannot be lost. Retransmission
adds an overhead on bandwidth limited connections, in
particular on wireless and mobile networks. Without the
need to retransmit the base layer, our goal is to find a tradeoff
between compression rate and robustness to packet loss. For
example, although the Edgebreaker 3D mesh coding method
discussed in Section 2 has high compression ratio, the cow
object (see Figure 4) shows significant distortion even when
one character in the connectivity chain is lost. In our strategy,
we focus on the following criteria.
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Figure 4: An example of error sensitivity of the Edgebreaker 3D
mesh coding method. (a) Original 3D mesh, (b) decoded 3D mesh
with one error character in the decoded connectivity stream.

Figure 5: Applying stripification to a cow mesh [50]. Different
colors represent different triangle strips. (http://www.cosy.sbg.ac.at/
∼held/projects/strips/strips.html)

(1) Efficient compression based on stripification

In order to avoid the memory bus bandwidth bottleneck
in the processor-to-graphics pipeline and maintain high
compression ratio, compression algorithms often employ
a “tristrips” encoding method, which virtually specifies a
triangulation cost of one vertex per triangle [49, 50] instead
of sending three vertices per triangle. Figure 5 shows an
example of applying stripification to a cow mesh. High
compression ratio can be achieved if a mesh can be broken
down into a few long continuous strips. In our approach,
we traverse the vertices following the valence-driven method
discussed in Section 2 because this algorithm generates long
continuous tristrips.

(2) Robustness to packet loss based on distribution of
neighboring vertices into different packets

In addition to stripification, we need to distribute neigh-
boring vertex and connectivity information into different
packets to minimize the risk of lost data affecting a large
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Figure 6: (a) 2 packets, (b) 4 packets, (c) 8 packets, (d) 16 packets.

neighborhood. Let the total number of packets transmitted
be p. Starting from the first vertex, traverse the vertices
as in the valence driven approach. The first p vertices are
distributed to p different packets. The process is repeated
with the next p vertices, and so on. In other words, the
possibility of lost adjacent vertices creating a large void
region is reduced. The valence information, which has a size
of roughly 10% of the vertex information, is transmitted
separately without loss, that is, if packet(s) containing
valence information are lost they are retransmitted.

(3) Texture-mesh tradeoff based on perceptual optimization

This topic will be an extension of our previous work [1, 29]
and will be considered in future work.

3.1. Encoding order and packet grouping

The encoding order and packet grouping can be explained by
the color-coding scheme in Figure 6. Vertices with the same
color are included in the same group. For example, the red
colored vertices are grouped into the first packet; the lime
colored ones put in the second packet, and so on. Figure 6,
from left to right, shows the grouping of 32 vertices when 2,
4, 8, and 16 packets are used.

3.2. Interpolation of lost geometry

After all packets are received, first, the mesh is partially
reconstructed based on the geometry packets received and
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Figure 7: From top to bottom, (a) 0%, 30%, 50%, 60%, and 80% randomly selected packet loss was applied to a cow mesh; (b) interpolated
meshes, (c) the corresponding mesh mapped with color.

connectivity, following the same order as in the encoding
process. Then, the vertices are traversed in the reconstruction
order of the valence-driven decoding algorithm. When a
vertex with lost geometry, L, is encountered, the adjacent
reconstructed vertices with an edge connected to L, whose
geometry is not lost or interpolated previously, are used
to interpolate the geometry of L. Several interpolation
strategies, linear, cubic, and Laplacian were considered. Brief
pseudocode of an interpolation method is given in the
appendix.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR IRREGULARMESHES

In Figure 7, 0%, 30%, 50%, 60%, and 80% randomly selected
vertices were lost for a cow mesh. However, the lost geometry

was interpolated based on neighboring vertices and valence
information, which is transmitted without error. It can be
seen that smoothness on the object surface begins to deteri-
orate at about 60% loss. Visual degradation becomes more
obvious at 80% loss; still the object is recognizable as a cow.

Assuming 1.5 bits/vertex on the average to encode mesh
connectivity [31], 13.3 bits/vertex to encode geometry [51],
and 650 vertices and 50 Kbytes or higher for the compressed
photorealistic textures in Figure 9, the cost of retransmission
of the connectivity information for this real example is
less than 1%. Thus, to avoid the delays in requesting
retransmission of packets, it may be wiser to send duplicate
packets containing the connectivity information so that
real-time visualization of photorealistic texture mapped 3D
objects at high packet loss can be facilitated.
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Figure 8: Cow vertices encoded in (a) 2 packets, (b) 4 packets, (c) 8 packets, (d) 16 packets.

Figure 9: From top to bottom: (Column 1, before interpolation): 4 out of 16 packets lost; 8 out of 16 packets lost; 12 out of 16 packets lost;
(Column 2, before interpolation): 1 out of 4 packets lost; 2 out of 4 packets lost; and 3 out of 4 packets lost; (Column 3, after interpolation):
4 out of 16 packets lost; 8 out of 16 packets lost; 12 out of 16 packets lost; (Column 4, after interpolation): 1 out of 4 packets lost; 2 out of 4
packets lost; and 3 out of 4 packets lost.

Next, we consider the effect of varying number of packets
on data loss. Figure 8 shows how the vertices are assigned to
2, 4, 8, and 16 packets with each color belonging to a specific
packet.

Figure 9 shows that the proportion of packets lost is
more important than the number of packets used. Thus, the
reconstructed meshes appear similar, regardless of whether
12 out of 16 or 3 out of 4 packets are lost. Figure 10 shows the
results of our approach applied to other models for various
packet loss rates.

To demonstrate the benefit of distributing nearby vertices
into different packets, we conducted experiments with
packets containing nearby vertices. In this case, even the loss
of 1 out of 16 packets can cause unacceptable distortions in
the shape (see Figure 11) compared to results obtained after
much higher loss by our method (see Figure 9).

Some videos of our implementation results can be seen
at http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/∼anup/SpecialIssue3D/.

In the next section, we compare some of the different
approaches that can be used for interpolation of missing
vertices.

5. COMPARISONOF DIFFERENT
INTERPOLATIONMETHODS

We applied the triangle-based linear, triangle-based cubic
spline, and “v4” [52] interpolation methods [53] with
different neighbor levels on nine models. The nine models
have different densities, with number of vertices varying
from 428 to 5000. We considered different levels of packet
loss as well. The numbers of lost packets (out of 16) in
the experiments were 4, 8, and 12. We used the metro tool
[54] to measure error between the original and reconstructed
models following Hausdorff distance. The metro tool is
based on surface sampling and point-to-surface distance
computation. It samples vertices, edges, and faces by taking
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Table 1: Comparison of different interpolation methods. The numbers with (∗) marked indicate minimum reconstruction error for a given
model with the same number of lost packets. (“—” means a value larger than 100 000.)

(a) Number of lost packets (out of 16) = 4

Reconstruction error

Linear interpolation Cubic interpolation v4 interpolation

Model (vertex number) Nhbr. level = 1 Nhbr. level = 2 Nhbr. level = 1 Nhbr. level = 2 Nhbr. level = 1 Nhbr. level = 2

Armadillo (1752) 9.04437(∗) 10.68781 9.29891 10.31608 21523.9472 31.39821

Body (711) 0.293317 0.308802 0.282268(∗) 0.293965 0.358016 0.289887

Bunny (2503) 0.003009(∗) 0.003759 0.003010 0.003927 0.034500 0.010478

Cow (2904) 0.025903 0.032442 0.025100(∗) 0.034776 0.058983 0.030875

Dinosaur (5000) 1.617305 1.703516 1.462922(∗) 2.316251 628.801147 155.185516

Dragon (1252) 9.619162 9.619162 9.619162(∗) 9.619162 1975.683105 20.720869

HammerHead (752) 0.025389 0.030961 0.025343(∗) 0.031520 0.867992 0.701022

Mannequin (428) 0.274351(∗) 0.368580 0.299820 0.405500 0.629864 0.463766

Queen (650) 0.112574 0.200955 0.111644(∗) 0.187389 0.192037 1.974105

(b) Number of lost lackets (out of 16) = 8

Reconstruction error

Linear interpolation Cubic interpolation v4 interpolation

Model (vertex number) Nhbr. level = 1 Nhbr. level = 2 Nhbr. level = 1 Nhbr. level = 2 Nhbr. level = 1 Nhbr. level = 2

Armadillo (1752) 14.01629 14.24620 14.01457(∗) 14.21098 — 244.5687

Body (711) 0.324557 0.343627 0.323471 0.31086(∗) 0.593218 0.326924

Bunny (2503) 0.004593(∗) 0.005291 0.004615 0.005471 0.025934 0.033867

Cow (2904) 0.032304 0.034303 0.032176(∗) 0.036055 0.082749 0.057212

Dinosaur (5000) 2.868300 3.228362 2.855550(∗) 3.401511 — 99629.343

Dragon (1252) 15.491241 16.276470 15.459133(∗) 16.276007 — 35.06437

HammerHead (752) 0.065599 0.070335 0.065599(∗) 0.071985 0.293371 1.191587

Mannequin (428) 0.469657(∗) 0.494803 0.478435 0.495934 0.710001 0.590717

Queen (650) 0.187299 0.226249 0.177390(∗) 0.227999 0.278772 2.211618

(c) Number of lost packets (out of 16) = 12

Reconstruction error

Linear interpolation Cubic interpolation v4 interpolation

Model (vertex number) Nhbr. level = 1 Nhbr. level = 2 Nhbr. level = 1 Nhbr. level = 2 Nhbr. level = 1 Nhbr. level = 2

Armadillo (1752) 22.9973 15.5132(∗) 23.0192 15.6067 — 5750.9697

Body (711) 0.6155 0.6494 0.6155(∗) 0.6430 0.6984 1.5861

Bunny (2503) 0.008582 0.0105 0.0084(∗) 0.0105 0.0464 0.0232

Cow (2904) 0.047938 0.052571 0.0477(∗) 0.054300 0.153599 0.067901

Dinosaur (5000) 4.8435(∗) 5.023284 4.888701 5.023284 — —

Dragon (1252) 15.516(∗) 17.569109 17.091991 17.569109 — 788.059631

HammerHead (752) 0.121758 0.1182(∗) 0.122472 0.123254 1.093346 0.693335

Mannequin (428) 0.673878 0.776635 0.6707(∗) 0.765230 0.896839 0.896235

Queen (650) 0.301478 0.269726 0.302202 0.26258(∗) 0.279607 3.439980
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Figure 10: Different models: queen (1st row, 650 vertices); body (2nd row, 711 vertices); dinosaur (3rd row, 14070 vertices). 1st column:
original model; 2nd column: 4 loss out of 16 packets (before interpolation); 3rd column: 4 loss out of 16 packets (after interpolation); 4th
column: 8 loss out of 16 packets (before interpolation); 5th column: 8 loss out of 16 packets (after interpolation); 6th column: 12 loss out of
16 packets (before interpolation); 7th column: 12 loss out of 16 packets (after interpolation).

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Effect of packet loss when nearby vertices are not distributed into different packets (1 out of 16 packets loss). (a) Before
interpolation, (b) After interpolation.

a number of samples that is approximately 10 times the
number of faces.

In Table 1, we can see that the triangle-based cubic
spline interpolation method with neighborhood level equal
to 1 (i.e., containing neighbors at distance 1 from a given

vertex) has best overall performance—producing minimal
reconstruction errors in most cases. The “v4” method
performs significantly poorer because the number of data
points is not large enough and the slopes of the end data
points are not constrained to be zero. Note that for several
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Table 2: Comparison with subdivision-based approach. The numbers with (∗) marked are the minimal error in the reconstructed models
for the same model with the same number of lost packets.

Reconstruction error

No. of lost packets (out of 16) = 1 No. of lost packets (out of 16) = 2

Model (vertex number) Sqrt(3) subdivision Our approach cubic interpolation
Nhbr. level = 1

Sqrt(3) subdivision Our approach cubic interpolation
Nhbr. level = 2

Armadillo (1752) 6. 529486 2. 923688(∗) 12.067476 3. 829655(∗)

Body (711) 0.251311 0.115403(∗) 0.513330 0.213674(∗)

Bunny (2503) 0.003671 0.001699(∗) 0.010211 0.002416(∗)

Cow (2904) 0.028814 0.013196(∗) 0.057889 0.013489(∗)

Dinosaur (5000) 1.773165 0.770778(∗) 3.733543 1.275865(∗)

Dragon (1252) 8.214386 5. 994485(∗) 12.851923 8.348866(∗)

HammerHead (752) 0.024065 0.010686(∗) 0.060305 0.011494(∗)

Mannequin (428) 0.328453 0.146919(∗) 0.752031 0.259950(∗)

cases linear interpolation with neighborhood level of 1
outperforms the other approaches. The lowest error value in
each row is marked with a “∗” for all rows of the tables.

5.1. Comparisonwith other approaches

One objective of this work is to reconstruct the surface of
3D meshes after transmission with packet loss and without
retransmission. One approach in the literature reconstructs
from oriented point sets [55]—for this method, only the
coordinates and normals of points, without connectivity
information, are transmitted. From the coordinates received
and normals of points, the surface of 3D meshes could be
reconstructed when some of the points are lost. One dis-
advantage of this approach is that the reconstructed meshes
could form disjoint pieces if the points are sparse. Differing
from this approach, our approach transmits connectivity
information and can work well even on sparse meshes.

An alternative method is to reconstruct the surface from
the partially received meshes by subdivision methods, such
as Catmull-Clark subdivision method [56] and sqrt(3)-
subdivision method [57]. The surface subdivision method
is usually used to generate a denser and smoother surface
from a coarser surface. More than one vertex is added and
their coordinates are interpolated during surface subdivision.
In Catmull-Clark subdivision method [56], the coordinates
of added vertices are interpolated following the cubic spline
algorithm. Sqrt(3)-subdivision method [57] differs from
other subdivision methods by increasing the number of
triangles in every step by a factor of 3 instead of 4.

We compared the proposed approach with the
subdivision-based approach. When packets are lost, the
coordinates of partial vertices are lost, resulting in holes
in the meshes. Before applying subdivision method to
reconstruct the 3D meshes, we closed the holes with a new
polygon by connecting the boundaries of the holes. The
added polygons were not planar if their vertices were not
in a plane. If the coordinates of too many vertices were
lost, holes in 3D meshes could not be closed. Therefore, the

Table 3: Comparison among different subdivision methods and
subdivision steps. The test model is cow.

Subdivision method Subdivision step Reconstruction error

Sqrt(3) subdivision 1 0.028814

2 0.028742

3 0.028725

4 0.028646

Catmull-Clark subdivision 1 0.028683

experiments were conducted only for two cases, when 1 or
2 packets out of 16 were lost. Table 2 shows the experiment
results comparing sqrt(3)-subdivision-based approach
with one step subdivision and the proposed approach.
From the table, we can see that the proposed approach has
significantly lower reconstruction errors for all cases. We also
observed that Catmull-Clark subdivision-based method and
sqrt(3)-subdivision-based method had similar performance,
and the reconstruction error did not decrease significantly
by using more subdivision steps (see Table 3).

Sorkine et al. [58] proposed a transformation of 3D
coordinates by using the Laplacian matrix of the mesh in
order to enable aggressive quantization without significant
loss of visual quality. Their scheme does not take packet
loss into account. To reconstruct 3D coordinates, a linear
equation is solved using a least-squares solver. The problem
with applying this method under packet loss is that losing
the Laplacian values of a few points makes accurately solving
the linear equation impossible, resulting in significant recon-
struction error. Figure 12 shows how the reconstructed cow
model (2904 vertices) can have significant distortions after
losing 2% of the Laplacian values.

6. EFFECT OF PACKETIZATIONON
MESH COMPRESSION

In order to support packet loss scenarios, in our scheme,
each packet is compressed independently following the
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Figure 12: The reconstructed cow model (2904 vertices) after losing
2% of the Laplacian values.

parallelogram predictive scheme. Thus, the loss of various
packets does not affect each other. The compressed data in
a received packet can be decompressed even if other packets
are lost. The price of error resilient transmission is that the
compression efficiency gets lower as the number of packets
increases. Figure 13 shows the compression results relating
to the total data size after compression considering different
numbers of packets; 12-bit quantization was used in these
experiments.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper, we extended earlier work on 3D texture-
mesh transmission with regular meshes to arbitrary meshes.
Experimental results were shown with arbitrary meshes to
demonstrate that the approach works well even when a high
percentage of packets is lost.

We proposed a strategy of distributing neighboring
vertex information into different packets to minimize the risk
of lost data affecting a large neighborhood, and compared
different interpolation schemes with different neighbor-
hood levels during decoding. Experiments on models with
different densities show that smoothness on the mesh
surface deteriorates above 60% packet loss, but the objects
we worked with are still recognizable. The reconstruction
quality after transmission with packet loss depends on the
original density of the model. Among the triangle-based
linear spline, triangle-based cubic spline and “v4” interpola-
tion methods, the triangle-based cubic spline interpolation
method performs best overall. Also, our reconstruction
methods perform significantly better than subdivision-based
approaches.

In future work, we will consider developing robust
strategies that work even when some of the connectivity
information is lost.

APPENDIX

OUTLINE OF AN INTERPOLATION ALGORITHM

A linear interpolation algorithm can be described as in
Algorithm 1.
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Figure 13: Total data size after compression considering different
numbers of packets: (a) cow (2904 vertices); (b) bunny (34834
vertices); (c) happy Buddha (33889 vertices).
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for each vertex v[i] in the reconstruction order of the valence-driven decoding algorithm {
if (the geometry of v[i] is lost) {

geometry sum = 0; i = 0;
for each of the adjacent vertices a[ j] with an edge connected to v[i]

// 0 <= j < k, if there are k vertices adjacent to v[i]
{

if (the geometry of a[ j] is interpolated or is not lost) {
geometry sum+ = a[ j] · geometry;
i + +;}

}
v[i] · geometry = geometry sum/i;
label v[i] as interpolated;

}
}

Algorithm 1
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